


We don't get a chance to do that many 
things, and every one should be really 
excellent. Because this is our life. Life 
is brief, and then you die, you know? 
So this is what we've chosen to do 
with our life.
Steve Jobs



Introducing Snoo
& his token $RDDT

Snoo is establishing a community of Reddit 
and Ethereum enthusiasts who want to save 
the world with free speech and love making 
memes while doing it!



Biggest Community Contest

up to

13,024$



Prizes
The Elon Musk 
Challenge
The stakes are sky-high with an 
additional bounty of 

$10,000 if Elon Musk, the 
visionary entrepreneur known 
for his Midas touch on social 
media, replies to your tweet. 

Grand Prize

2,024$
for the most creative meme, 
the best thread or the most 
organic reactions*

1,000$
Random Prizes

- 10 * 50$ random 
prizes

- 10 * 50$ $RDDT 
airdrop

This contest isn't just about winning; it's about making a statement, leaving a mark, and being part of something bigger. It's 
about showcasing the power of our community and the innovative spirit of the $RDDT project. So, get your creative juices 
flowing, and let's see what you've got. This is your moment to shine, to laugh, and maybe, just maybe, change the game.

*One candidate from each category to be selected. Winner will be raffled live in our Telegram group. Botted posts to be disqualified



Meet $RDDT

Reddit's IPO ($RDDT is the ticker) is 
here, and we've got $RDDT to add the 
crypto flair! 

Ride the excitement, join the 
community, and let's make history 
together. Where Reddit meets crypto 
innovation! 🌐💡



We Love Memes



Meet THE RDDT Fan Token
ERC-20 token (Ethereum)

Ticker:       RDDT

Supply:      1,000,000,000

Tax:           0/0

Contract:  Renounced

Liquidity:   Burned

Contract 0xb9edbe853ddccb4baaf49201be6c39ee1816e120   



The one and only 
RDDT Meme Fan Token
Watch out for the E120
Contract 0xb9edbe853ddccb4baaf49201be6c39ee1816e120   

Carmine is a bright-red pigment derived from carminic acid found in the cochineal insect. It is also known as 
cochineal, crimson lake, or carmine lake. Other names for the pigment include natural red 4 or E120.

In addition to being a pigment, carmine was also historically used as a payment token.



More than 70 million users are 
waiting for the Reddit IPO

THAT’S MORE THAN THE 

POPULATION OF 
CALIFORNIA AND 
TEXAS COMBINED

Tip
Buy in early before 
$RDDT is all over the 
media. 

That’s how winners are 
made.



Community Power
We are the next 
big thing in 
crypto. Ride the 
IPO wave and 
have fun while 
making money!

The site’s 
WallStreetBets 
chat room was 
the epicenter of 
the meme stock 
craze in 2021.

A coordinated buying 
spree that drove up 
GameStop's stock price, 
effectively rescuing the 
company from short 
sellers and showcasing the 
power of 
community-driven 
investment strategies.



Connect
www.RDDTCOIN.com

x.com/RDDTCOIN

t.me/RDDTCOIN

http://www.rddtcoin.com
https://x.com/RDDTCOIN
https://t.me/RDDTCOIN

